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Britons, being a trifle less prone to trumpeting their own successes
than some nationalities, often accomplish great things in quiet, modest
fashion,.

This probably is one of the reasons why even insiders on the racing
scene raise their eyebrows xwhen the new vigor of Elva—through the moderni-
zed and expanded facilities of the Trojan Works—and Bruce McLaren.

McLaren, the driver-designer, is like the British works with whom he
is associated. He doesn't pound his chest and roar like Tarzan about his
success. However, by the very nature of his successes, he and his cars are
constantly in the headlines.

In the same position, the one of quiet but spectacular progress, is
Trojan,, Because they are the 'background' to McLaren, they rarely make the
headlines• This is a source of amazement to both McLaren and the company.

Like the- often quoted Horaca Greeley line: "the stories of my death
havo bsen greatly exaggerated, "so, too, is Trojan very much alive in the
automotive scene. Although, as previously mentioned, even 'insiders' are
startled to find out what is going on in the home plant.

For instance, one of the basic facts of life at Trojan is the simple
truth that selling a car is one thing but the real responsibility of the
manufacturer is to keep that machine racing. With that in mind, there
are always bodies on the shelf in England, ready for practically instant
shipping overseas3 And, the company points out with pride, at approxima-
tely one-eighth the price of some of the more widely heralded and adverti-
sed American replacements,

The same applies to spare parts, A full inventory rests in the warehou-
se at Croydon and a telephone call from a driver or team in Canada or the
United States can have a replacement order filled within 48 hours—filled
and delivered.

The t:"":;:;:l"sel between McLaren and Elva has produced one of the most
potent alliances in the sport. It is the source of envy to competitors and
awe to buyers. It is a point of both pride and distress ivith Trojan and
McLaren, however, that when McLarens have been pegged *DNF' in race results,
it is most often because American or Canadian drivers and mechanics have
insisted on tinkering with the cars—installing American components or even
prototype parts.

While it makes Trojan happy that it isn't their full machine breaking
down, it is frustrating to them when reports on the 'DNF's don't mention
the fact so accusations of unreliability may bounce back. To counteract
that, company spokesmen and McLaren quickly point out that tuntampered'
McLarens—such as the ones driven by Bruca and Dennis Hulme in the Can-Am
last year—have just about an unblemished record.

As of May of this year, 89 Group Seven machines were produced in the
Trojan shops by "a bunch of skilled boys who hate assembly line repetition
but thrive on the skills involved in translating Bruie's craftsmanship and
concepts into racing machines which are hand crafted Swiss watches of racing."

Of that total, all except seven were exported to the U.S. and Canada
which makes Trojan-Siva-McLaren the biggest exporter of race cars in the U-
nited Kingdom.

And the line doesn't halt at Group Sevens. Formula B's are another
prize package out of the shops there and all that is needed to spring the
group to Formula A is a few orders. "All we need do, really," says a Trojan
spokesman, "is extend the wheelbase on the B's slightly and we are in busi-
ness. "

The expansion, the alliance with McLaren, the vigorous leap into the
world markets is called "Move To The Seventies,, " That suras up the attitude
nicelyJ
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Racing cars aren't exactly the type of merchandise the builders pitch
before the public on blanket television and printed-word advertising
campaigns. Unlike the passenger car ranks, racing machinery is com-
pletely dependant upon performance to speak out for it.

In that respect, the Brttce McLaren products should be quickly esta-
blishing a stranglehold on a variety of markets.

McLaren has made his mark in the racing business and since joining
forces with the might and facilities of Trojan Ltd., has added even
more muscle. The result is, in Group Seven ranks, an off-the-shelf
product which needs only an engine installed and a few nuts and bolts
tightened before it tackles any and all opposition.

Group Seven fields are becoming so McLaren dominated that the builders
and designer aren't quite sure whether to be pleased or embarassed
but the main thing is they're earning the industry's top reputation
for reliability and performance.

The flagships of the McLaren-Trojan fleet are, of course, the 'new'
machines handled by McLaren and Denis Hulme. Last year they ran off
and hid on everyone else in turning the Can-Am Challenge Series into
a shambles and this season the same threat is hanging over thost: who
dare to confront them.

What's the immediate secret? For one thing, those fields bristling
with McLarens are fields of cars which arrive on the trade as proven
quantities. Granted McLaren and Hulme run '68 models while the
remainder run '67's or earlier but the point is that—in doing so—
only McLaren and Hulrae take gambles.

By running the prototypes, the official team also runs the risk of
bugs. What can happen there was shown in the second Can-Am race
this year when neither man finished. It is something about which
Bruce still blushes and mutters.

The rest of those who run 'old' McLarens, know that they are piloting
machines which have been fully battled tried and de-bugged so that
winning and losing simply comes down to a matter of driver talent*
That, the insiders say, is the only difference between the McLaren-
Hulme tandem and the others in their 'old' McLarens.

The McLarens shipped out of the Trojan factory can all but be driven
out of the crate and into a race.

Proof of this came earlier this year in Mexico when Moises Solana
ordered a McLaren, received shipment on Wednesday and won a race



with it three days later on Sunday. That was a USRRC event and
all Solana had to do was install his engine, twist those few
connecting bolts, run some familiarization laps and he was in
business.

In contrast, and McLaren isn't hesitant to talk about it, opposition
machinery on the Group Seven trail are delivered as new—so new
that bugs and DMF»s keep appearing* Drivers and crews can spend
most of the season fiddling and tinkering before getting things
sorted out.

The lineups and finishing rosters of USRRC, Can-Am and other Group
Seven events prove it out* The Mark Donohues and Lothar Motschenbachers
lean to the proven McLarens and their consistently big performances
are the greatest advertising in the world for the MaLaren-Trojan
theory of "let Bruce and Denis design and try them in competition
and then we'll build them for sale when we feel they are perfected."

What buyers are getting this year are exact duplicates of those
potent Can-Am winners of 1967. It's quality, tested to the nth
degree under the most trying battle conditions.


